Cerebellar output exerts spatially organized influence on neural responses in the rat superior colliculus.
The deep cerebellar nuclei project to largely segregated target regions in the contralateral superior colliculus. Single-unit recordings have previously shown that nuclear inactivation normally suppresses spontaneously active collicular target neurons. However, facilitation of activity has also been found in a proportion of collicular units. In the present study we tested the hypothesis that the type of effect is related to the cerebellotectal topography. We recorded simultaneously in the deep cerebellar nuclei and superior colliculus of 53 anaesthetized rats. GABA microinjections produced a complete, reversible, arrest of activity in the deep cerebellar nuclei. We investigated the effect of this inactivation on 292 sensory and non-sensory cells in the collicular intermediate and deep layers. Of these, 29% showed a reduced response to their preferred sensory stimulus or decreased their spontaneous firing rate in the case of non-sensory cells. However, 15% increased their sensory responsiveness and/or spontaneous firing rate following cerebellar inactivation. No effect was seen in the remaining 56% of cells. The distribution of these different effects was highly significantly related to the topography of the cerebellotectal terminal fields. Thus, 68% of the suppressive effects were obtained from cells lying in the terminal fields of the deep cerebellar nucleus inactivated. Conversely, 86% of the excitatory effects and 66% of the cells showing no effect were obtained from cells falling outside the terminal field. The results support the view that the superior colliculus is an important site for the functional integration of primary sensory information, not only with cortical and basal ganglia afferents, but also with cerebellar information. The contrasting physiological responses observed within the terminal cerebellotectal topography appear to map closely on to the known distribution of the cells of origin of the two major descending output pathways of the superior colliculus and are possibly mediated by intrinsic inhibitory connections within its intermediate and deep layers. These results provide evidence for a neural architecture in the superior colliculus whose function is the selection of appropriate actions in response to novel stimuli and the suppression of competing motor programmes.